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Draft Extended; Pay Raised For Gls
Deferments lor College Students Will End
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
Senate swiftly ended a bitter
seven-month struggle Tuesday and
sent to President Nixon legislation
extending the draft for two years
and giving Gls their biggest pay
raise in history.
It was a victory for the
Administration and the Pentagon,
whose military leaders had warned
that national security would be
jeopardized if the President's
authority to conscript was not
restored.
"The President is, of course,
very pleased by the decision," said
White House Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler. "He had indicated
the importance of the passage of
this legislation ... the President is
pleased that the Senate moved in
a positive way."
Debate Cutoff
The Senate apprvoed the draft
extension 55 to 30 and sent it to
the White House for Nixon's
signature just minutes after it
decided 61 to 30 - only one vote
more than the required two-thirds

majority- to shut off further
debate and end the threat of a
filibuster by draft opponents and
Vietnam war critics.
The bill extends inductions - ·
which were ended when the draft
law expired June 30 - until June
30, 1973, and ends the practice of
deferring college students until
they finish school - beginning
with this year's freshman cla5s.
It also raises military salaries
across the board, from recruits to
four-star generals, by a ,record
$2.4 billion a year.
The action brought to a
surprisingly quick end a tortuous
struggle that forced suspension of
draft calls nearly three months in
a disagreement over language in
the draft bill calling for an end to
U.S. participation in the Vietnam
war.
Vietnam Withdrawal
The Senate had demanded, as
the price for continuation of the
draft, a firm legislated deadline of
April 30, 1972, for total
American withdrawal from

Indochina. But the
Administration refused to bend
and the House refused to go along
with the Senate.
However, as a concession to the
Senate, the bill does carry the
strongest stand on the subject ever ·
written by Congress- calling on
Nixon to withdraw all U.S. troops
as soon as prisoners of war are
released by North Vietnam. And
it makes no provision for a
permanent residual force in
Indochina which the
Administration feels will be
necessary to prevent the
Communists from taking over
South Vietnam.
None of these wishes, however,
are binding on the
Administration, and approval of
draft extension was a defeat for
those lawmakers who sought to
cut off all funds for the war.
Draft calls probably will be
resumed as soon as Nixon signs
the bill, as he is expected to do
without delay. Lottery drawings
for the year have already been

completed for the latest crop of
19 • year - olds and the machinery
for the draft has been kept.intact.
Pay Raise
The major uncertainty is the
dRte for beginning the military
pay raise. The bill, which was
drafted before Nixon imposed a
90·day wage · freeze Aug. 15,
specifies the raises will start Oct.
1.

Although the President's cost
of living council may defer that
increase until Nov. 13 when the
freeze expires, some lawyers in
Congress say the Administration
has no power to overrule the Oct.
1 date. The question could end up
in the courts.
· The main purpose of the pay
raise is to lure and retain more
volunteers in the armed services as
a step toward creating an
all-volunteer military force by
mid-1973.
Inductions Limited
And for the first time since

World War II, a limit would be set
on the numb"er of inductions- a
limit intended to prevent a
President from committing the
United Statf~s to large - scale war
overseas without the authority of
Congress. The ceiling is 130,000
men for the fiscal year ending
next June 30 and 140,000 for the
succeeding 12 months.
The key vote ~ueaday wa& on a
motion to invoke cloture - cut
off further debate on the measure,
With a two-thirds majority
required for passage, the motion
was approved 61-30 - the exact
number needed to invoke the gag
rule,
Southerners who favor
unlimited debate in the Senate
voted for cloture, contending that
the principle did not apply when
the national security was at issue.
The Southerners were joined by
Republican Admmistration
supporters and Northern liberals
who were simply tired of the
entire controversy and wanted to
move on to something elsa.

Tree-Climbing Might Be a Crime

Rules May Threaten Civil Rights
'
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Mall Site

The site of the new
Zimmerman Mall lies barren
because a second contract has
not been signed to carry out
phase two of its construction.
Work probably will not
resume until the third or
fourth week of October.

lncompleteD'esignCauses
Plaza Construction Delay
Incomplete design details has caused an unexpected
delay in the construction of Zimmerman Plaza.
The building of the plaza, which was to be done in two
continuous stages by two different contractors has reached
the end of the first development stage. Because design
details were not completed as expected, the contract for
the second and final stage will not be bid upon for two to
three weeks, said Sherman Smith, vice president for
administration and development.
Once the contract is decided upon, it will be another
two weeks before the construction company is able to
begin work. "Work should resume again in the third or
fourth week of October, said Smith.
A specific date will be set for the completion of the
plaza but at this time it has not been decided upon. Smith
estimated that the work would be finished sometime in
April of next year. ·
Plans and drawings of the plaza are on display in the
m:~in lobby of Zimmerman Library.

ASUNM Senate Considers
Money Bills, Rule Change
The ASUNM Senate will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in room
250A-E of the Union.
Four .bills will be presented at
the meeting. One states that
further allocations must be
unanimously approved by the

finance Committee and 3/4 of the
Senate.
Other bills to be introduced
l.'equest $S61.20 for the UNM
Duplicating Center, '$700 for
Agora and $1500 for KUNM.
All interested students are
urged to attend the meeting.
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An ordinance making
tree-climbing a criminal offense
and establishing a city parks
curfew were given tentative
approval Monday night by the
Albuquerque City Commission.
Commissioner Louis Saavedra
moved "with mixed emotions" to
accept the ordinance on the first
reading. (This means more people
can speak in favor of it or against
it at the next two meetings. The
ordinance has not yet been
formally passed.) The commission
unanimously passed the motion.
After the package received
acceptance, it was suggested
"parentheticallyu that the new
rules might violate civil rights. "I
think we can logically assume
some of the civil rights granted by
the Supreme Court will probably
be abridged," remarked City
Commission Chairman Charles
Barnhart.

section prohibits tree-climbing
and allows the city manager to
"preserve the environmental
features of the city." One part
states park-users must cooperate
in keeping the bathroom clean.
"This ordinance goes back to
the city's tendency to make
actions criminal which no
reasonable person would consider
to be criminal 1" Phillips said.
"This ordinance says just being in
the park at certain hours is
criminal and can subject
somebody to 90 days in jail or a
$300 fine. Being in any public
place cannot be a criminal
activity. You might just as well
say. it's illegal to be at the corner
of 4th and Central after 10 p.m."
Some of the sections come close
to being "constitutionally
infirm," Phillips added.

'Taste'
The clause giving the city
manager power to preserve the
Civil Rights
An abridgement of civil rights environmental features of the city
in Albuquerque is what the gives him the right to use his taste,
proposed park ordinance will Phillips asserted. "If you throw
effect, asserts Albuquerque people out of the park who have
attorney Paul Phillips.
long hair and beards 1 to some
The proposal calls for the people it's an improvement," he
closing of all city parks from said.
midnight to 6 a'm. Another
The idea for a stricter park

ordinance stems from the Yale
Park controversy. A hearing on
whether to extend or terminate
the present injunction closing the
park will be held September 27.
Phillips asked the commission if
the city intends to have the
restraining order lifted.
"WE're not going to try and
second guess the courts,"
Barnhart said.
No Nuisance
Phillips stated that Yale Park
can no longer be termed a
nuisance because "there has been
no activity in the park for the last
three weeks."
Despite 'Phillips' objections,
Saavedra moved to accept the first
reading of the ordinance. In doing
so, Saavedra said, "I shudder to
think such things will be made a
criminal act, but we're driven to
that because of the lack of
cooperation among certain
residents of the city."
Even though the motion was
passed, the ordinance can still be
modified. The commission meets
every Monday night at 7 :30 and
anyone wishing to speak for or
against the ordinance can speak.
Objections and/or amendments
might be incorporated into the
new ordinance.

·nrugs Attacked Anew in Vietnam
Surprise Tests Being Conducted on Servicemen
SAIGON (UPI)- A new
program aimed at surprise tests of
every American serviceman in
Vietnam everY three months to
detect drug users was disclosed
Tuesday by the U.S. command
here.
A statement issued by the
command said the program had
been in effect since Aug. 25 and
was expected to have an
"impressive deterrent eff~t" on
the use of heroin by Gls.
One out of every 10 servicemen
are estimated to become heroin
addicts during their one-year
Vietnam duty tours. One of the
major difficulties in dealing with
the t>roblem has been the
difficulty in detecting users, Many
Gis who use heroin said they do
so because it is odorless and
almost impossible to detect.
The statement did not disclose
how many Gls had been tested
thus far or the number of addicts
uncovered but said:
All Units Covered
..Tl1is progt-,nn will cover all

units of all services and the
ultimate objective will be to test
each unit on an unannounced date
once each quarter (of the year),~'
It said servicemen determined
as users are immediately sent to
treatment centers for
detoxification and counselling and
then returned to their units for a
close and continuous followup
program."
"'l'his expansion o£ the drug
counteroffensive is progressing
satisfactorily and it is anticipated
that this program will have an
impressive deterrent effect on GI
drug addiction, tl1e statement
added.
Spokesmen said the new
program is conducted like a series
of snap inspectiorts, with the units
selected on a more or less random
basis, and the men in them
ordered to line Ul,) and give
samples of their urine
immediately ..
Electronic Analysis
The samples are shipped to one

of three centers for analysis by
machines that electronically
detect the presence of heroin or
other opium derivatives.
Men found to be on drugs will
be sent to drug treatment centers,
put through withdrawal, given
counselirtg and then sent back to
their units, the spokesmen said.
But in a new step they will be
re·tested periodically and if found
to be back on drugs will be given
even more intensive treatment,
spokesmen said.
Sources said it appeared that
servicemen who came back for
several repeats would be sent back
to the United States, a step the
militarY has been reluctant to take
in the past for fear that antiwar
and malingering Gls would simply
put themselves on narcotic& to get
out of Vietnam service.
The spokesmen said the new
program was institituted· as an
addition to existing urine test
pl'ocedures rather than as a
replacement for them.
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Protection is needed for the vulnerable
herds of bicycles which have taken to
congregating around class buildings.
However, Jack Cairn's, directo-r of campus
security, suggestion that ASUNM should
shoulder some of the burden of maintaining
bjke racks, and furnishing hawk•eyed guards
to man them is not the answer.
Reliance on ASUNM funding and
sponsorship will only further forestall
sufficient administrative attention to this
growing security need.
The administration has indicated it thinks
bike lots are important, but all that's in the
future. Included in the proposal for paid
parking is a check-in bike lot, with an
attendant. Their response to the problem of

bike thefts has to date been inadequate in
terms of staff and money.
The police department is understaffed.
Earlier this year The Lobo quoted a force
member about the fact the traffic patrolmen
were "kept busy just writing tickets."
· As wen; a campus police officer is now on
permanent duty in the Union, an added
drain on manpower,
N9r is a plan in effect enabling campus
police to follow up on stolen bike reports.
The matter is turned over to the
Albuquerque Police Dept. via a paper
transaction.
Nor have sufficient racks been installed
for the students and staff members that use
them. That investment is not being
protected.

Relaxed New Gathering
importantly though, they nrc
cultural experiences that are
self-supporting instead of being
money·makers for a handful of
people, even while retaining matty
positive characteristics of larger
festivals.
The Crested Butte Festival,
though it probably differed little
from similar occasions elsewhere
this summer, is an interesting
example of what appears to be a
growing trend.
Local Genesis
It was the idea of a handful of
resident artistli---'chiefly sculptor
Jim Cazer and painter Mike
Berry-who have made this
out·of·the·way, virtually
abandoned coal mining town their
home. .
They are among a growing
circle of artists and handcraftsmen
who have come to Crested Butte
through the past five years, as
better knowtt spots in the
Colorado .Rockies have become
intolerably "developed.''
Townspeople were generally
agreeable to the notion (including
the septuagenarian sheriff and his
longhaircd deputy), and the
Women's Club even raised money
for it through a barbeque.
Through the spring and early
summer, posters and leaflets were
distributed around Colorado, and
visiting friends and tourists passed
the word. Frank's Dar and
rostaurant donated the use of its
adjacent vacant lot on the main
drag, Elk Ave., as did Stefanic's
General Store Mross the street. In
the week before the fair a
roughchewn pavilion was erected
in Frank's lot from large limbers
to house most of the exhibits,
while splitlog benches were built
nrout:td a concrete slab next to the

WASHINGTON (UPI)-:- Two more potential Democratic
presidential candidates urged rresident Nixon Tuesday to
nominate a woman to the Supreme Coutt to succeed retiring
Justice Hugo Black.
Sen. George S. McGovern (D-S.D.), the only announced
candidate for the Democratic nomination, and Sen. Fred R.
Harris (D-Okla.), issued statements calling on Nixon to
nominate the court's first woman justice. Sen. Birch Bayh
(D-lNd.), had already made a similar appeal Monday.
Rep. Florence P. Dwyer (R-N.J.), meanwhile said Nixon
told a group of women members of Congress on July 10,
1969, that he would like to name a female to the Supreme
Court.

Women's Equality
"If the President were truly interested in representative
government and the concept of equality for women, he
would end 200 years of male supremacy on the high court
and appoint a woman to fill the vacancy just created by the
retirement of the prestigious Mr. Justice Black," McGovern
said.
Bayh suggested Judge Hufstedler and Judge Motley, along
with Patricia Roberts Harris, former ambassador to
Luxembourg and former dean of the Howard Law School,
and Rep. Martha W. Griffiths (D-Micb.), a former judge in
Detroit.
Without naming any candidates, Harris sent a telegram to
Nixon in which he said, "There are plenty of women judges
and lawyers who are perfectly qualified to serve on the
United States Supreme Court. I urge you to appoint one
from among them."

Mountain Open Air Fair
By MARK BREWER
Alternative Feature Service
CRESTED BUTTE, Colo.
Against the background or nearby
mountains still marked here and
there with snow, tlll'ec
freaks-who at a distance could
have passed for Cheyenne warriors
if you'd never seen one bunkered before a large, ornately
designed tepee. Thyone that
moved was placing a small pipe
ht\'d just fashioned from a deer
antler on the ground beside some
others, and to the side, samples of
httndmade leather goods hung
from a rack.
In stark contrast, an elderly
woman (she could have been your
grandmother) tottered up and
bent creakily over the pipes.
"They're so nice," she sang,
fondling one.
Wares
Beyond that group, vacation
families, mountain freaks,
traveling salesmen, city folks,
bizarre drifters, road nymphs and
even local ranchers milled about
stands of home•made organic
pastriel!, embroidered blouses,
hand•made jewelry and a
multitude of other stuff
describable and not.
It was the first annual Crested
Butte Summer Festival of the Arts
and Crafts, although such scenes
have occurred recently from
Berkeley to New York, as people
are discovering that craft fairs can
be superior alternatives to
frequently ill·fated rock festivals.
Unlike outdo"or concerts which
must be unmanageably and
uncotnfortably large to foot the
bill for a few good bands, craft
fairs are mostly local aftairs with
crowds ottly in the hundreds and
with I ow overhead. Mote

Woman Justice Urged

Por;sible Nominees
Bayh apd McGovern submitted a list of possible women
nominees, but the most prominently mentioned female
successor to Black has been Rita Hauser, Nixon's delegate to
the United NationG Commissioll on Human Rights and a
long-time Nixon campaign worker.
McGovern sent Nixon a list of seven, including Hauser,
"any of whom would be well suited to serve on the highest
court in the land."
The other six were Judge Shirley Hufstelder, a member of
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals; Herman Hill Kay, a
professor of law at the University of California; Soia
Mentchienkoff, University of- Chicago Law School; Judge
Constance Balter Motley, U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York; Ellen Peters, Yale University
Law School; and Judge Zita Weinshienk, County Court,
Denver.

ThieuEffigy Burned
General Store for performing
artists.
Promoters
Fortunately, it would seem,
they were able to withstand the
few advances of promoters-the
best of whom can contrive a small
catastrophe from a prayer
meeting-so when Friday, Aug. 6
came around, ever;ything was set
and nobody had any idea what
would happen.
Gradually, the little town,
whose dirt streets and weathered
houses remain stubbornly faithful
to their otigins-even though the
nearby area is growing in
popularity among skiers-began to
come alive as it must have at the
beginning of cvety weekend in its
mining days.
A major attraction throughout
the weekend was the exhibits
whose consistently high quality
perhaps did more than anything
to bridge the myriad gaps in
culture, politics and age and make
the entire scene a remarkably
pleasant one.
At a time when it's increasingly
hard for people to gather in large
groups without the degenerating
strains of pl'om.otion and
attendant rigors or security, the
artists of Crested Butte found a
solution small enough-perhaps
only 500 were in attendance at
the fait's height-so that people
were able to remain human, and
inexpensive enough-the total cost
was less than $250-to deserve
imitation by afiy Sll1llll town
where artists, craftsmen and other
"freaks" seek haven in an ailing
land.

SAIGON (UPI)- Demonstrating South Vietnamese
students burned an effigy of President Nguyen Van Thieu
Tuesday and a bomb blast damaged headquarters of the
pro-Thiett Confederation of Labor, across the street from the
U.S. Aid Mission building.
The new anti-Thieu violence broke out as the South
Vietnamese President prepared to fly to the central highlands
capital of Pleiku Wednesday for his first "campaign" rally in
his solo race for reelection.
'fhieu chose to leave Saigon the same day the South
Vietnamese Senate schedule a debate on whether to postpone
the Oct. 3 presidential election. It was considered unlikely a
resolution calling for postponement would pass in the Senate
where Thieu has a large majority.
Bomb Explosion
The bomb explosion Tuesday night tore apart several
rooms in the headquarters building of the Confederation of
Labor in downtown Saigon, left a gaping hole in the outer
wall and set fire to ljeveral cars parked in the compound.
However, military police reported there were no casualties
among either American or Vietnamese.
Earlier about 300 South Vietnamese students burned an
effigy of Thieu in the compound of the Saigon University
Schoot of Science after they had been driven off the streets
by tough combat police firing tear gas grenades.
The student demonstration flared on the opening day of
final examination. The university students, who had staged
several earlier anti-Thieu demonstrations, took to the streets
again Tuesday, complaining there was no point in taking their
exams if they faced automatic military draft.
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Smith Designs Radio Show
To Improve UNM's Image
this occasion," said Smith. "I
believe the publicity was
misleading, especially to the
southeast corner of the state
which is very conservative."
.. I wanted to convey to the
'folks back home' a better report
than they could get from any
news release," he said.
Smith received help from
several Hobbs alumni who
"influenced prominent citizens to
sponsor him. The program was on
the air by Oct;. 1 last year and
Smith hopes to have it going again
within the next two weeks.
Expand
"I'd like to see the program
continue maybe even on a state
wide level," said Smith. "I
wouldn't always do the interviews
because I'm not a professional and
don't plan to be. But other people
from Roswell, Carlsbad,
Farmington and other places
could conduct interviews also," he
said.
"I feel the program has been
verY successful for only having
been in existence one year," said
Smith.
If it hastt't helped a lot of
people already, it will," he added.
"The number of students from
Lee County has increased this
year and can be verified in the
public information office." •
Smith hopes to have state wide
Bad Image
"I think the University received programs started by the end of
a great deal of bad publicity about this year.

Student Senator Jon Smith
designed a radio program to
improve the University's image in
Lee Cou11ty, The 15·minute tape
is presented each Saturday
morning on a Hobbs radio station.
He selects people he feels can
express the attitudes and ideals of
the University to people who arc
interested in going to college.
Heady
Last year he interviewed Ferrel
Heady, vr(l:>ident of th"
University, Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender,
Robert Stone from the ·School of
Medicine, Dean Thomas W.
Christopher of the School of Law,
Dean Robert R. Rehder, from the
School of Business and
Administrative Sciences, leaders
of the student governments, and
other students who arc active on
campus.
«I interviewed people I thought
could explain how they felt about
UNM, tell what it meant to them,
and who could explain some of
the gross exaggerations about the
University such as the "Love
Lust" poem and the strike in the
spring of 1970," said Smith.
Smith, a pre·med student in Phi
Delta Theta social fraternity, was
a senior in high school when the
strike occurred in 1970.

ATTICA, N.Y. (UPI)- New in the :rebellion had :resumed.
York State's "supercop" is Fischer had ordered interrogations
expanding his investiglltion into halted when it was revealed that
the Attica State Prison some convicts were not advised of
insurrection, it was disclosed their rights to counsel befoi,'C
questioning,
Tuellday.
''Written instructions h:we been
Emerson Moran, spokesman for
peputy Attorney GeneJ"al Robert issued ordering that no inmate
Fischer, said Fischer's task force interviews by conducted without
at the prison would be increased the so·called Miranda Warning,"
and that an offic~ would be set up Moran said. He aaid that the task
force and a panel set up to protect
outside the prison.
Fischer, who is head of the prisoner rights "are in agreement
state's o:rganized crime task force, on the need. to insure the
is in charge of all criminal aspects protection of the constitutional
of the investigation and will be rights of any and all prospective
the state's prosecutor if charges defendants."
Moran refused to give any
are brought against iu.mates.
Three other inquiries also are !letails on how the investigation
·
underway including one by a. was proceeding.
There were these other
Senate subcommittee.
developments;
Prison Personnel Needed
-State correction officials said
In Albany, Gov. Nelson A.
Rockefellt>r's office announced that nearly 1000 prisoners had
that the freeze on state hirings been transferred to date to
was being eased to beef up the alleviate overcrowding at Attica
number of guards and other cu!Wcd by the destruction of two
personnel at state prisons. He said cellblocks in the uprising.
Prisoners Beaten
the immediate goal was to fill107
vacancies in the prison system,
-State Sen, John Dunne,
some of them at Attica where 10 R-Garden City, said he was told
hostage~; and 30 prisoners died in
by prisoners transferred from
a five-day rebellion.
Attica to Green Haven at
A spokesman said nearly 65 per · Stormville that some inmates were
cent of the letters and telegrams beaten and killed by state police
received by Rockefeller since the invading the prison a week ago,
uprising was quelled Sept. 13 even th"ough they tried to
bllcked up the governor's handling surrender peacefully as ordered.
of the situation. He said that of
-Morticians and medical
the 3969 con1munications; 2555 examiners identified prisoners
supported the decision to st<mn Jdllcd by f;,lluw hunates during
the prison, while 1414 were the rebellion as Michael Privitiera
critical.
of Buffalo, serving 25 years to life
Questioning Resumed
for murder, Kenneth Hess of
At a briefing outside the prison Binghamton, serving four years
walls, Moran said that the for grand larceny, and Barry J.
questioning of prisoners involved Schwartz of Queens, serving 10·20

years for manslaughter. All three
were white, and Privitiera was said
by guards to have headeq
gambling activities in prison, while
Hess was his "chief lieutenant."
Hunger Strike
-State officials denied that 48
of 6 0 prisoners segregated as
"troublemakers" or leaders of the
Attica Rebellion had gone on a·
hunger strike. They said some
prisoners, mostly Black Muslims,
refused to eat a ham and cabbage
meal served earlier in thfl week,
but that prisoners were accepting
all other meals.
In New York City, Rockefeller
said he was "satisfied" with his
decision not to travel to Attica
during the disturbance and said he
believedallhisactionsinregardto
the revolt were "proper.'' The
go v e r n o r c a ll e d for a
"dispassionate discussion of the
facts until the various probing
groups have completed thci~
in ves tiga tlons and asked that
critics and demonstrators wait
until the committees announce
their findings."

Speakers Series

William Stringfellow will speak
on "The State and the Reality of
Con~ience" at the Anthropology
Lecture Hall Sept. 23 8 p.m.
Stringfellow is the third in this
year's Student Speakers
Committee Series. Admission to
the speech is by season ticket, or
by individual ticket at $1.50 for
adults and $1 for children. UNM
and University of Albuquerque
students, faculty and staff are
admitted free.

Hanrahan Can Keep Quizzing
'Panther' I ury, I udge Rules
CHICAGO (UPI)- A judge
Tuesday refused to bar further
interviews of members of a special
Cook County Grand Jury by
attorneys for State's Attorney
Edward V. Hanrah!Ul and 13 other
law officers indicted in the
aftermath of a Black Panther raid.
Motions Denied
Special Prosecutor Barnabas
Sears had asked Criminal Court
Judge Philip Romiti to stop
Hanrahan's lawyerS from taking
statements from grand jurY
members. Sears also asked to have
four a1ready completed interviews
stricken from the court record, a
motion Romiti also denied.
Hanrahan and the others were
charged with conspiring to.
obstruct. justice in the

Shake

investigation of a police raid in
which two Panther leaders, Mark
Clark and Fred Hampton, were
slain.
Charges Denied
Defense attorneys, trying to
show Scats prejudiced the grand
jury, began collecting signed
statements from grand jur;y
members. The four jurors who
signed statements indicated Sears
insisted on the grand jury
returning indictments, a charge
Sears and his staff deny.
Rorhiti issued an order barring
further disclosure to news media
of statements taken from jury
members. .Romiti said, howev.er,
jury members ccllt!d ;u;e their own
discretion in discussing the
proceedings.

the blues.

Ky 'Blasted1
Thieu issued a blast Tuesday at Vice President Nguyen Cao
Ky, charging that he "fabricated" a story that the President
was so fearful of a plot against him that he seldom slept twice
in the same place, and almost never in the presidential palace.
"'This i!l totally false,;, he said.
•
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'Bummer' English Is Out,
Frosh Given New Incentive

Report Questions Jackson Death
· 'Sole dad Brother' Shot in 'Almost
Impossible' Manner
•

Hitching Post

$5000 Allocated to Improve
Campus Facilities, Bike Racks
16 bicycles have been stolen
from the UNM campus since the
start of Fall semester. Only one of
these has been recovered.
Last year, 146 bicycles were
stolen from the UNM campus. For
each of them the Campus Police
filled out a form and sent a copy
to the Albuquerque Police
Department.
UNM Police Chief Jack Cairns
had five recommendations to
prevent bicycle theft: register the

Tutors Needed
Graduate or undergraduate
students interested in tutoring at
the college, high bchool or junior
high school level are asked to
contact Eva Rosenbalatt" in the
Union, room 251, betweert 11:30
a.m.·2:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CAllOCHONS
FACETED STONk:S, MINERALS

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SAN J11Lll'E NW

247·2513

bike with the city; know the make
and the serial number; lock the
bike with a heavy chain; obtain a
bill of sale when purchasing the
bike, and report any theft as soon
as possible.
Doing all this doesn't prevent
theft or recover a stolen bike, but
it helps return a stolen bike when
it is recovered.
UNM has appropriated $5000
in 1971·72 to general
improvements which include trash
receptables, outdoor lighting,
benches, and bike racks. Only
three bike racks .have been
installed since last year and Vice
President for A<llniui:sLration and
Development Sherman Smith was
not available to give The Lobo a
figure on how much of the money
would be spent on bike racks.
Cairns suggested ASUNM
arrnnge safe bike parking and
provide people to watch over an
enclosed area where bikes would
be checked in and out.
A suggestion that bikes be
registered with the University was
proposed and turned down last
year, possibly because it was not
feasible at that time, Cairns said.

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (UPI)Black revolutionary George
Jackson was shot in the back at
San Quentin Priso11 Aug. 21 in a
manner that prison officials
conceded would be "almost
impossible" if the shots were
fired, as San Quentin contends
they were, froma 20-foot guard
tower.
Marin County Coroner
Donovan 0. Cooke quoted a
pathologist Tuesday in his final
autopsy . report the 30·year·old
"Soledad Brother" was shot in the
b11ck by a bullet which traveled up
his body and emerged from his
h!lad.
Cooke in his preliminary r!lport
Aug. 23 had described the bullet's
path to be the exact opposite entering the head and emerging
from the back.
Back Wound
Coqke said a pathologist, Dr.
John Manwaring, had concluded
the bullet entered Jackson's
middle back, broke two ribs,
traveled up the spine through the
brain and exited through the top
of the skull. This would be
exactly the reverse of the path

initially described.
"Ballistics consultation
confirltlS that the entry wound
was made in the middle back and
the exit at the top of the skull,"
the report saicl.
·
San Quentin officials have said
Jackson was shot from a
20·foot·high gun tower while
racing across a prison yard in
front of the maximum· security
San Quentin adjustment center
during an abortive escape attempt,
Inside the adjustment center
cell block, the bodies of three
guards and two prisoners were
found, shot, beaten or with their
throats slashed,
Attorney Charged
A Berkeley, Calif., attorney,
Stephen Mitchell Bingham, 28,
has been charged with smuggling a
gun into Jackson in the
Adjustment Center Visitors
Bur!lau. Bingham disappeared
after the incident and is the object
of a nationwide search,
San Quentin information
officer Joseph O'Brien sa.id it
would be ''almost impossible" for
Jackson to have been shot in the
back in the manner described in

the autopsy if the bullet was fireQ
from a 20·foot gun tower.
Other law enforcement officers
theorized Jackson could have
been struck first by a bullet to the
ankle, where a wound also was
found, and could have been falling
with his head lower than his torso
when the second bullet struck,
"Set Up
Jacl;:son's relatives and
supporters have consistently said
they did not believe the prison
version of the incident, and have
said Jackson was "set up" to be
killed because of his status as a
national symbol of prison
revolution.
Cooke said he did not know
how the fatal bullets were fired,
''My primary task is to
determine what killed a person,"
he said. "I hav!ln't gone to San
Quentin or attempted to
reconstruct the scene," he said.
"That's within the realm of the
distr.ict attorney,"
Cooke said the preliminary
report, issued two days after the
killing, was so labeled and referred
to "the apparent cause."

House Rejects Consumer Protection Bill
WASHINGTON (UPI)- A
Hous!l subcommittee Tuesday
rejected 8 to 3 an amendment
pushed by Ralph Nader that
would broaden the powers of a

proposed Consumer Protection step into investigatory and lesser
(CPA).
proceedings.
Nader accused the panel of
Voting with Ros!lnthal Wllre
having "weakened a . major Reps. William Moorhead, D,Pa.,
pro_vision of the bill," which he and Fernand St. Germain, D·R.l.
has previously described as the Voting against them besides
Regional Advisory Committee most important piece of consumer Holifield, were Reps. Jim Wright,
Harold B. Finger, assistant legislation ever to come before D·Tex., Edward Garmatz, D·Md.,
Don Fuqua, D·Fla., Florence
secretary of the U.S. Department Congress.
The new agency would serve as Dwyer, R·N.J,, Frank Horton,
of Housing and Urban
Development, will discuss the voice of the consumer within R·N.Y., John Erlenborn, R·Ill.,
"Science and Technology: the government. It would • and Clarllnce Brown, R·Ohio. The
Methods for Urban .Problem represent consumer irtterests 1 2 t h m e m be r of the
Solving" Sept, 24. He will speak before all regulatory bodies and subcommittee, Rep. John Wydler,
at a meeting of the Regional any other federalag~>n~i<.!s dealing R·N.Y. W!IB absent.
Position Defended
Advisory Committee to the UNM with questions that might affect
Holifield defended his
Program for Advanced Study in consumers. It would also serve as
Public Science Policy and a receiving point for consumer position - which apparently
Administration. The meeting will complaints, with limited authority swung several votes on grounds he
said he did not feel "it would be
be at 10 a.m. at the Four Hills to investigate them.
Intervention Authority
wise" for the CPA to get so
Country Club.
The amendment defeated deeply involved in the
W<Jmen's Meeting
Tuesday, offered by Rep. investigatory actions of another
On Sept. 23, the Women's Benjamin Rosenthal, D·N.Y., the agency, and that such an
Co·ordinating Center will hold a subcommittee's most active amendment would make it more
meeting for all interested women proponent of a strong bill, would difficult to get the bill before an
at 8:30 p.m. in room 250 C·D·E. have expanded the CPA's unfriendly rules committee,
Subjects discussed will be the intervention authority beyond whose clearance is necessary in
Center and an "Introduction to that tentatively invisioned by order for the measure to reach the
Women's Lib".
Chairman Chet Holifield, D·Calif., House floor.
- and othet key members of the
Last year, by a tie vote, the
subcommittee.
Rules Committee, whose
Not only would the CPA be clearance is necessary in order for
permitted to intervene in formal the measure to reach the House
rule. Making proceedings, a power floor.
that Holifield would be willing to
Last year, by a tie vote, the
grant, but would also be allowed Rules Committee failed to
under Rosenthal's amendment to approve a stronger CPA bill.

The U.N.M.

THUNDERBIRD
Art & Literary Magazine
·Needs Art, Poetry, & Fiction
by Sept. 22
for our first issue.
Contributions should be turned in at
Room 205, Journalism
(also,
those
applyin,g for staff editors
.
.
may fill out forms)

A~enf'~'

Untrained Guards 'Don't Know
Sufficient Force From Sadism'
ELMIRA, N.Y. (UPI) -Deputy
State Corrections Commissioner
Harold Dutler said TUesday that
the guards at Elmira State Prison
"need training badly.n
"Most of our guards dort't
know the difference between
sufficient force, and sadism and
bru tality;• Butler said.
The commissioner said the
state, in a hurryup effort to train
the guards Tuesday opened a
guard academy at Matawan State
Hospital near Newburg.
Laxness Condemned
Earlier in the day, militant
guards condemned "lax security
and discipline" at the correctional
facility" and threatened to shut
down the 1100 inmate prison
until changes were made.
The guards also said they
complained to state corrections
officials they lacked formal
training, were unable to
communicate with their superiors
and alleged the prisoners were
being pampered.
"They have ignored us," a
spokesman for the night shift
guards said •. "Instead of listenirtg
to us, they do everythi.rtg possible
to placate the prisoners."
"We don't have enough training
to feel safe and secure," said
another guard. The first day I
reported for duty 14 years ago, I
was given a revolver and put on a
catwalk. I still haven't gotten any
training.Lock·In
A week ago, the 256 guards

voted to lock the prisoners in the
cells and to close Elmira unless
their demands were met. At that
time Commissioner Butler was
placed in charge of the prison in
an attempt to ease the situation.
Although the prison had
functioned normally since then, a
spokesman for the guards said
they ha-ve adopted a "wait and see
attitude" toward their threaterted
close down.
Butler said "many of the
complaints are the resqlt of
nervousrtess" at the correction
facility which is a reception center
for prisoners to be transferred
elsewhere,
"They're worried, especially
after Attica. Bnt I'd be too," the
prison head said.
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Bummer.
English 101 and 102freshman writing.
To help change the image of
freshman English, and to make it
more palatable for students, the
department of EngliJ;h has opened
a whole riew line of cour.ses.
Paul Davis, director of
freshman English s.aid the courses,
open to all freshmen, give the
student a chance to explore
different subject mattet women's rights, rock culture and
filmmaking, for instance,
The program of new courses,
:;;aid Davis, "is something which
has introduced an element of
choice which is real and gives the
student a special incentive.
Results Good
"Our results have been good,"
he said. Enrollment in the new
courses, which accounted for
about 10 per cent of all freshman
English students last year, grew
another 12 per cent this year,
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K.en White, Mahlon Love, and Jack O'Guinn

UNM Officers Speak at Breakfast
White Promises Improvements at Chamber Meeting
Ken White promised yesterday to try and
make improvements in the library, expand
the Drop-in program, and bring more
scholarships to UNM.
White and Jack O'Guinn, president and
vice president of ASUNM, spoke to the
Chamber of Commerce at its membership
breakfast.
The breakfast was held at the new Hilton
Hotel. Mahlon Love, master of ceremonies,
introduced the officers to over 500 Chamber
of Commerce members.
White gave a short talk on the University
students relationship with t.he :rest of the
community and his job as the ASUNM
president.
j'We (Ken and Jack) wish to represent the
students to you, the public, but it must be
remembered that we are only two out of
l9,000 attending the University."
Not Loudest
"It is our job not only to represent those
groups which are the loudest but also the
less vocal groups and finally the student who
does not belong to any group," Ken said.
White went on to talk about the different
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projects of his administration.
"We hope to make improvements in
Zimmerman Library; to expand the Drop-in
Centers in the high schools around the city,
and provide more scholarships."
White spoke on other subjects, giving
credit. to various committees in his
administration. He cited the Entertainment
Committee for "Jesus Christ, Superstar" and
the Speakers Committee for Julian Bond.
.
Maddox
White said that these events are just an
example of the work that ASUNM is doing.
He also mentioned that the Speakers
Committee has scheduled Lester Maddox to
speak.
Jack O'Guinn told of the increasing
number of students becoming involved in
student go:vemment.
"Students are learning to use the arm of
the system to achieve their goals. Many
freshman at the University have come up to
our offices and have asked to work ithe
government. To me, this is an encouraging
sign that students want to work inside the
system instead.of outside it."

Indians on Warpath Against
Federal Bureaucracy
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
chairman of the Navajo Tribal
Council . said Tuesday President
Nixon's good intentions for the
American Indiatl have been
subverted so badly by the federal
bureaucracy that 1'thete is no
alternative but for Indians to go
on the warpath."
Peter MacDonald, also %
member of the board of the
National Tribal Chairmen's
association, said one target of the
"warpath" is to take the Bureau
of Indian Affairs out of the
Interior Department ~nd put it
under a White House trusteeship.
MacDonald spoke at a news
conference arranged by Rep. Sam
Steiger, R·Ariz. 1 for several Indian
leaders concerned with federal
treatment of Indians.
Steiger said Nixon's

announcement July 8 of a
policy for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs "was the most heartening
statement for Indians and the few
non-Indians who believe they
understand."
But, Steiger said, "You have
never met a bur.aaucracy until you
have met the BIA, particularly the
people at what I guess you would
call the middle echelon- the area
directors!'
He said that whcp Nixon
announced the policy, "the roof
fell in, the BIA structure felt itr.elf
threatened," and nothing much
happened with the new policy,
One example is the proposal to
let Indian groups contract for
many of the things now done by
the BIA, Steiger said. The idea
''scares hell out of many bureau
employes," he said.

McDonald·s. . .

Mississippi Court Justice Seeks Governorship
JACKSON, Miss. (tJl>I)- A
68 • year • old Mississippi Supreme
Court Justice who is an outspoken
critic of racial integration
announced Tuesday he will run
against black leader Charles Evers
for governor itl the November
general election.
The announcement was made
by Thomas P. Brady, author of a
booklet called "Black Monday,"
published after the U.S. Supreme
Court school desegregation ruling.
Brady has been a frequent speaker
at . (white) citizens council
meetings.
Offset Evers
Brady indicated he was getting
into the race to offset a challenge
by Evers to have the Democratic
nominee, William Waller, thrown
off the ballot.
Evers has claimed that Waller's
nomination is void under the
state's former corrupt practices
act which put a ceiling of $25,000
on spendirtg per primary by a
gubernatorial candidate. The
legislature passed a new Corrupt
Practices Act last spring, removing
ail limits on campaign spending.
Brady said there had been
considerable discussion since

Waller's nomination about
"efforts being made to declare his
nominatiort void by persons who
also seek the office of governor.
Voters Choice
"An overwhelming majority of
the qualified electors of
Mississippi spoke in the
Democratic primaries and
designated William Waller as their
choice for governor," Brady
added.
"In order that the rights of
these people may be protected,
and for this reason only, I am
announcing my candidacy as an
independent for the office of
governor."
Brady said his qualifying
petitions were being circulated
and indicated he may submit
them to the Secretary of State's
office Wednesday,
Thursday Deadline
Thursday is the deadline for
independertts to qualify in the
Nov. 2 election,
Evers, the mayor of Fayette,
hllB already qualified. He said
Brady's decision to run "gives me
more reason to believe that Mr.
Waller has violated the Corrupt
Practices Act."

However, State Atty. Gen. A.F.
Summer said the new Corrupt
Practices Act, approved by the
Justice Department, was effective
on April 9 and p}:evalled during
the August primaries in which
Waller was nominated. Evers
contends the old law prevailed.
Summer said be didn't think
Evers had a valid ease.
"I think Evers' threat is all
bluff and if carried out will be
unsuccessful,'' Summer said.
"Tell him to hold his breath if
he thinks I'm bluffing," Evers said
later.
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"The staff is very pleased with
the program," Davis said, Before,
many of the · teachers felt they
were operating with a standard
text and couldn't deviate. But
1lOW the program offers those who
want to teach in special areas a
chance.
Davis estimated a third of all
English 101 and 102 classes are
taught under the new program
now.
Options
The teachers who run the
classes select their own subjects
after training in the program for
one year.
"Many of the classe~ are aimed
at students with different
oackgrounds," Davis added. "For
example, a person who has a rural
backgroupd would probably feel
out of place in an English
literature course, He probably
would feel more comfortable in a
course about New Mexico and the
West."
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the Colorado brewing family),
Merrill Hastings (publisher of
"Colorado" magazine), Peter
Se.i bert (president of Vail
Associates), Thayer Tutt
(president of Colorado Springs'
Broadmoor Hotel), and Don
Magarrell (a prominent Denver
banker). With money diverted
from state funds by Love, this
eager team travelled in high style
around the States and even to
Rome and Grenoble to wine and
dine Olympic committeemen and
sell out Banff (Canada's bid for
'72). They even leased a house in
Grenoble to "observe" the 1968
games and, of course, jive with
in:Ouential Olympic folks.
Dumped on Evergreen
Taxpayers' money really began
Lo flow after April1967 when the
18·member Denver Organizing
Committee was appointed by
former mayo,- Tom Currigan and
took over preliminaries. This small
circle of enthusiastic boosters
launched Colorado into the 176
Olympics and dumped the Nordic
events on Evergreen without
takin~ a single public sounding
and had a hell of a good time
doing it- on public bread!
While even D.O.C. members
admit that $750,000 of state
funds were spent winning the bid,
the Colorado legislature actually
appropriated $1.5 million for
planning and preliminary work
alone. Here it should be noted
that the same legislature has
recently seen m to reduce the
state budget for hospitals,
orphanages and ecological
services.
'Refaced'
Private property is not the main
issue in Evergreen and the homes
of most people opposing the
games are not directly affected.
Far more important to them are
the familiar hillsides and ridges,
thick with Blue Spruce, Ponderosa
Pine and countless varieties of
wildflower, which will be ravaged
by 55 miles of trails, riddled by a
vast network of television
equipment and paved over for
parking lots.
A beautiful and popular spot
beside meandering Bear Creek at
the west end of Lake Evergreen
will be "refaced" for five ski
jumps ($800,000 apiece) and the
creek itself will be placed in a
culvert. From the nearby village
of Kittredge, Indian Hills Road
winds slowly up to one of the
most beautiful meadows in the
front range, but not for long.
The bobsled and luge courses
(about $1.5 million) are planned
for the areas along the road, and
their concrete forms will become
permanent scars, while helicopter
pads, access roads, and huge
parking lots will deface the
meadow. Further embittering
evergreen folks is the four·lane
highway being built to link the
town with Interstate 70, expressly
to accommodate Olympic crowds;
though weekend tourist traffic is

what would happen if alternate
almost intolerable now.
sites were not accepted, D.O.C.
Residents Ignored
Although Evergreen residents member Bill Brown replied, "Well,
have opposed the Olympic I guess Evergreen is just going to
venture ever since they heard the have to eat it."
Even Colorado's Lt. Gov. Van
D.O.C. was eyeing Evergreen back
in the early sixties, they have been der Hoof has .observed that the
not averse to
effectively ignored. Protect Our eager committee
Mountain Environment, an lying when that will smooth
organization of local citizens things over. Their bid to the
which actively protests the games, International Olympic
has not :received a single reply to Committee, for instance, claiming
its frequent letters to D.O.C., 80 per cent of all facilities were

is

Raping Evergreen:
Winter Olympics
Latest Event

though proposed trails for
cross·coun try and biathalon
events (and even sites for public
toilets) lie on private property in
many instances. Nevertheless,
D.O.C. members have refused to
meet with local groups.
Turned Off
In fact, D.O.C. vice president
Norman Brown, a Denver
marketing executive, recently
made a comment that typifies his
committee's attitude toward the
Evergreen community: "Some .• ,
people got turned off when they
saw our maps showing trails going
through their homes and the
Wilmont Elementary School.
Ar.tually, the trails are only eight
feet wide and don't go through
any buildings- just backyards
and the Wilmont schoolyard.
Some people would have to let us
put gaps in their fences."
Polls sponsored by the local
high school in the past year reveal
that over 65 per cent of the area's
residents oppose the Olympics,
but the D.O.C.'s ace in the hole is
that the City of Denver owns
Denver Mountain Parks- huge
tracts of undeveloped land - in
the Evergreen region. Although
the Mountain Parks lands are not
completely contiguous, frequently
interspersed with private
property - that hardly bothers
the D.o.c.
eat it•
Although the D.O.C. has
recently sought to appease its
detractors by "considering"
alternative sites, many Evergreen
people feel it's only a tactic to
tnke the heat off. When asked
'.
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Amistad Recorder Class

Coach Rudy Feldman has been Tel'rizzi and center Dave Pittman.
The defensive team, which is
overheard to say that this
weekend's opponents, the Iowa somewhat paler this year due to
State Cyclones, "could well be the graduations, shouldn't be a
biggest team we'll play this year. pushover either,
The line will consist of veterans
They have excellent speed, and we
can expect to see much more Tom Potter, Bob Matey and Merv
Krakau. The only newcomer on
passing this Saturday."
The Cyclones lost more than 20 the line will be former Florida
senior lettermen last year, all-state sophomore Lawrence
including eight starting defensive "Big Daddy" Hunt at left tackle.
The linebacking unit contains
players, but any problems they
might have with personnel seem nationally acclaimed Keith
to have been negligible Schroeder at middle line backer,
considering last weekend's 24·7 Matt Blair at left line backer and
Ken Caratelli. at the :right
rout over Idaho. ·
One area Feldman will be line backing slot.
The secondary is the only place
preparing the Lobos for is the
Cyclones strong passing game. where the Cyclones will be
Whereas Texas Tech's Charles no ticably green. The only
Napper completed only three returning veteran is left halfback
passes of 12 attempts against the John Schweizer. The remainder of
Lobo secondary, Iowa State's the secondary is composed
Dean Carlson completed 14 out of primarily of sophomores with
32 aerials attempted against sophs Rob Bolks at right half,
Doug Keown at safety and junior
Idaho.
Carlson, who is among the five Greg Mulhall at middle half.
all-time Iowa State passers after
only one year, will attempt to
riddle the T.obo defenses through
his receiving corps of Ike Harris,
MONTPELIER, Vt. (UPI) - A
Willie Jones and Dave McCurry.
Both Jones and Harris are young, inquisitive SOO·pound
sophomores and are reputed to moose with a taste for city life led
have excellent speed and moves. police and state fish and game
In the offensive backfield wardens on a merry chase in the
Carlson will have 6·0, 200 lb. Vermont capital after appearing·
tailback Moses Moore, 6·1, 190 lb. near the downtown shopping
tailback Jerry Moses and 6-1, 202 district.
Police said the moose first
lb. fullback Dennis McDonald.
The starting offensive line will showed up in a residential section
consist of veteran tackles Joe before trotting downtown to a
Marconi and Geary Murdock, parking lot behind police
guards Ray Harm and Mike headquarters.
Wary police officers contained
him there for a while, but when
game wardens arrived, . it was
apparently too much for the
moose, who promptly took off
again.
During the course of his jaunt,
the moose frightened a group of
children when he gamboled
through their schoolyard and sent
Hair D
for Men
a number of amazed housewives
scurryirtg for their phones.
Wardens herded the beast into a
wooded area where they hoped he
would stay.

By SANDY MILLER
'!'he class in Elementary Arabic
consisted of about 10 people,
including the instructor. After he
had introduced himself, he asked
each of the students to do the
same. Then they all sat in a circle
and joked awhile.
The class began with the
instructor sounding out various
sounds, and the class repeating
them. The atmosphere was
friendly and informal, and the
looks on the faces of the students
reflected their sincere desire to
learn.
The class called Future Shock
was made up of a smaller number,
but the informality remained the
same. The introductions were
made and everyone gave their
reasons for attending that
particular class.
Future
There was a brief discussion of
Alvin Toffler's book "Future
Shock," then the teacher asked
our opinions on the future. Or if
we agreed with the progress of the
world.
AMISTAD is UNM's free
university. lt developed from the
student strike two years ago, and
has been kept alive by "persons so
involved with the concept of the
free university that they are
willing to work for little or no pay
for the creation of a new element
in New Mexico's education."
Louise Sanchez and Alenka
Chadwick are two such persons.
They define AMISTAD (which
means "friendship'' in Spanish) as
"an alternative and supplement to
education, based on the ideal of
gaining knowledge for the pure
joy of learning."
Purpose
They . said the purpose is to
"provide for an atmosphere
suitable to the sharing of' that
knowledge, without the
unnecessary demands of formal
education such as grades, exams,
credits, diplomas, etc."
AMISTAD is not meant to be
an institution that fulfills the
needs of people, but rather an
atmosphere where people can
fulfill their own needs, in this case
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ALDERSON, W.Va. (UPI)The last group of 66 women
prisoners who earlier smashed
windows and television sets
education(!! ne~ds.
protesting the slaying of prisoners
In AMISTAD's first position at Attica, N.Y., were transferred
report, coordinator Gary Mahan without incident Tuesday to a
said, "AMISTAD has provided Kentucky facility.
and can continue to provide a
Tear Gas Used
neutral ground from which the
Roy Gerard, deputy assistant
University and the surrounding director of institutional services
community can learn about for the Bureau of Prisons, said
themselves and each other.
tear gas was used Monday to force
Alienation
37 of the women aboard a bus.
"It is apparent to any The transfer of the remaining 29
knowledgable person in the women went off without incident,
community or the University that he said.
there is a strong feeling of
Gerard said the suspected
alienation between the two. The trouble makers were sent to the
University structure does not Federal Youth Center in Ashland
understand the community Ky. He said they would not b~
outside, just as the community returned to Alderson but would
feels that higher education is not be assigned to various institutions
serving its needs.
where the federal government
"AMISTAD has, in its short holds contracts to house female
life, been able to broach this prisoners.
alienation," Mahan said.
TV's Smashed
ThisyearAMISTADoffersover
Gerard said during the
20 different courses ranging from , disturbance~ the women caused
Adobe Cosntruction and Ceramics damage estimated at "a couple
to Mountain Family Zen and
Elementary Arabic. The
· Geology Club
discussion leaders are for the most
There will be an organizational
part interested unpaid persons.
meeting of the Geological Society
No Tuition
of UNM (GSUNM) Sept. 23 in
Classes are free and have no room 116 of Northrup Hall at
obligations. A complete list of ?:30 p.m. All majors and minors
courses may be secured from the m geology are asked to come.
AMISTAD office, room 108 of
the Union.
Jonson Gallery
Sanchez said, "At present our
Jonson
. Gallery will be
means are modest and we are
welcoming donations of furniture exhibiting the paintings of Ed
for our office. We need people to Garman Sept, 26 through Oct. 22.
help with advertising, and The Gallery is located at 1909 Las
volunteers would be greatly Lomas Rd., N.E. and is open
~aily, except Mondays, noon to
appreciated.
Most of the help now comes SlXp.m.
from Gay Liberation and the War
Resisters.
AMISTAD was allocated $1300
SAVE
under the new 1971·72 budget.
Plans for the year include showing
'
TEXAN GO HOME!
films by local filmmakers
~
TE)ANO NO!
exhibiting works of' local artist~
and a poetry series by local poets. '
UNDEVELOP!

!

~~~
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Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

lot of fun and all, but a real
actress ..• ?
In one fell swoop, Jane has
completely turned her image
around, something dozens of
type·cast Hollywood "names.'
would risk anything to do.
Necessarily, she did it th.e hard
way. The assignment in "Klute"
was to play a call girl with a soul,

city. But the difference here is
that Bree Daniels likes her
hi gh·paying profession, not so
much for- the bread as for the
control it gives her over her life ..
"I'm always acting" - always in
control.
And Jane Fonda is in control
throughout the entire nerve •
wracking film. Sutherland is also

and brains even. That tired old
story line, l'ight? The girl who
knows she's got the talent to be
an actress or model, but must
support herself' until her break
comes by selling her shiny
exterior ou the streets of the big

excellent, but this is such a
triumph for Fonda one hates to
emphasize ,.nything else. Almost
solely on the strength of' her
performance, "Klute" is an
absolutely outstanding movie.
Charles Andrews

Tear Gas Used to Force 3 7 Into Bus for Transfer

Free U Offers Substitute,
Supplement to Education

A MOOSE

l

'
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Women Prisoners Protest "'4ttica

Colleen Mo!!ey

~

,

There doesn't seem to be
anything which really
recommends "Klute," playing at
the Fox Winrock Theater.
The plot is simply a murder
mystery, without any really
bizarre twist. The setting is in no
way spectacular; just present·qay
New York. There aren't any
gimmicks thrown in just to attract
certain segments of the cinema
audience, by age or political
leanings or whatever. And there's
no great message of social import
to ponder over as you leave the
theater.
What "Klute" is, simply, is an
often unbearably suspenseful
movie, nearly flawlessly
constructed, with some of the
best acting in a long time.
Fonda Can Act
That this deceptively simple
story line should be the lucky
:recipient of such fine acting is not
nearly so surprising as the
principles from whom the talent
flows. Not so much Donald
Sutherland, of course, though his
straight, "short-hair" treatment of
detective John Klute from
Tuscarural, Pa. shows his depth
extends further than the
pop·stardom of "M*A*S*H." But
who would have honestly
admitted prior to this that Henry
Fonda's little girl Jan!! could act,
even act at all, let alone so
superbly throughout an entire
film. I mean, anyone who can
count "Barbarella" as her
crowning achievement must be a

Raped
Perhaps feeling a little
desperate, D.O.C. members even
went to Washington recently to
ask Congress for $40 million of
HEW funds to finance an Olympic
Village which they promised to
use as low • to • moderate income
housing after the games. Sorry,
said Congress. Other facilities
which had earlier hastily been
proclaimed suitable- like the
Denver Arena for skating eventsnow seem inadequate and must be
replaced by new ones costing
additional millions, and the '76
Olympics are beginning to look
like a financial mess that Colorado
taxpayers will be cleaning up for a
long time.
Money, however, will never fix
the hills and forests of Evergreen
once they're raped by "the
games," and it is painfully abusrd
to witness the destruction of this
area, as if it were expendable,
while most people in this hand are
already completed, was exactly 80 desperately trying to get back to
points off. They also told the Evergreen .. , a place they may
committee they had a firm have never been.

Expert ......... ,.J:..
No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women

I

Movie Is Suspenseful, Nearly Flawlessly Done

commitment from Denver
University allowing them to use
student dormitories to houae the
2500 contestants in lieu of
constructing the usual
. multi-million dollar Olympic
(Village. A copy of a D.O.C. letter
to D.U. officials, however, dated
this spring, :reveals they had no
commitment at all.

~FUN. ··~--
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Jane Fonda Triumphs

Sloppy Snow On Tapfor'760/ympics
By MARK BREWER
Alternative Features Service
EVERGREEN, (Jolo. (AFS)The site of the 1976 Winter
Olympics was virtually unknown
outside its state a year ago but
Evergreen, Colo. has now become
synonymous both with the high •
geared profiteering controll.ing
"amateur" sports and with
Olympic promoters' blatant
disregard for the land and its
people. Unfortunately, however,
most people just hear the games
are slated for somewhere in
Colorado and ask no questions,
thinking it altogether fitting for
the Olympics to be staged in an
area locally regarded as the skiing
capital of the world.
Damn Mad
Nevertheless, to those who
examine the situation, the farce of
the '16 Olympics and the reason
Evergreen residents are damn mad
about the Nordic events (ski
jump, luge, cross - country,
bobsled and biathalon) becomes
obvious.
To begin with, the reason we've
never heard of Evergreen in
connection with skiing before is
that no one has ever skied
anywhere near Evergreen, and
except for the Olympics no one
ever will because there's never
enough snow. In fact, the records
of the U.S. Weather Bureau which
go back to 1963 show that in
February, when the Olympics are
held, there has been less than five
inches of snow on the ground in
that area each year. Moreover, the
Bureau has predicted that 1976
will be an unusually dry year.
Do these facts disquiet the
Denver Organizing Committee
(D,O.C.)? Hell no, nothing stands
in the way of a multi·million
dollar venture! They've hh·ed the
Sno·Engineeting firm of
Franconia, N.H., to cover the 55
miles of trails and five ski jumps
with - you guessed i t man-made snow.
Melting Days
HoWi!Ver, even this
technological trump card won't
do the trick, because since 1962
Weather Bureau statistics reveal
that no fewer than 25 of
February's 28 days have been
"melting days." So try this on: a
state which claims some of the
finest ski country in the world
plane to hold their first Winter
Olympics on sloppy, melting,
dangerous, man-made snow!
Undaunted, Gov. John Love
selected a six-man Colorado
Olympic Committee in December,
1964. Their professional
knowledge of Olympic skiing may
well escape you: Don Flowler (of
United Airlines), Joe Coors (of

o
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seems to be in real good shape at
this point," he said.
The small security detail of
Alderson, a minimum security
facility for 600 inmates, was
reinforced by gu!!.rds from the
Ashland Facility and from federal
prisons in Lewisburg, Pa.,
Petersburg, Va., and the Kennedy
Youth Center in Morgantown,
W.Va.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op OfY..Cieoning
ond Laundry
Counselor Always on Duly
2106 Central S.E.
247~836

\
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SAVE THE SANDIAS!
SAVE THE VOLCANOES

tt
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Bumper stickers for the Spring

I
fNew Mexico Undevelop- f
f ment Commission Bumperf
'

thousand dollars." The inmates
shattered glass, tore screens,
smashed two television sets and
cut telephone lines, he said.
"The prisoners moved out were
the type who· take things into
their own hands, rather than do
things in what we call a normal
way," Gerard said.
He said about one half dozen of
the transferees were "sparkplugs
irt this sort of thing, the more
vocal, more outspoken, more
revolutionary types.''
No Tension
Gerard said after their transfers
there appeared to be "no real
tension here.''
"There's still a little
nervousness around, but that

;

z.

Gale invites you
aver for the finest
broiled hamb

...

Brought to you by the

Ornament Factory
f
t......................
321 5th St. SW

...__~._........._

266-0550

7:00 a.m.-midnight

Across from Johnson Gym
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Latin Studies

There will be a meeting of all
undergraduates and graduate
students majoring in Latin
American Studies Sept. 22 at
12:30 in room 231·E of the
Union. The purpose of the
meeting is to get acquainted, to
elect representatives to University
committees and to plan extra •
curricular activities.

Engineering Seminar
High termperature processes on
meteorite parent bodies and the
moon will be discussed by Gero
Kurat, head of the mineralogical •
petrological division of the
Natural History Museum of
Vienna, Austrla, Sept, 22 at 3 :30.

Scuba Diving
Lessons in scuba diving will
begin Sept. 23 at the Valley
Municipal Pool, 1505 Candelaria
N. W. Classes will be held on
Tuesday and Thursdays for about
eight weeks. A fee will be required
for use of the pool and
equipment. Call Johnny, at the
Valley Pool, for details, 842·7835,

CLASSIFIED

Ballots

Dingle copies of the voting
machine sample ballot for the
Oct. 5 municipal election are now
available at the first floor
information desk of City Hall.
Voting will be on eight general
obligation bonds for city
improvements, two four·year
terms on the City Commission,
one unexpired Commission term
and one four·year term as
municipal judge.
School for election officials will
be held at 7 :30 p.m. Sept. 30 in
the Civic Auditorium and a
question and answer period fvi: all
election workers and poll officials
wi II follow the review of
instructions.

Media Week
Persons interested in helping
with "The Experiment in Media''
week contact Tom Hogg at
2'77·4706.

Stickers
Non-resident student parking
&tickers are now available at the
Campus Police Station.

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
cons~utive days with
no' changeli' the rate Is reduced to 5c
per W(lrd and the minimum number of
wordn to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons 'Preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to Insertion of advertisement

run five or more

1)

PERSONAlS

5)

F~ALE

ROOMMATE WANTED. Corrales area. Call Marsha. after 6 pm. 8983361 9/22
HUNG UP ON DRUGS? Wanting to find
more meaning in life 1 Come to our
coffee and talk sesslons-Fnd out how
Jesus Christ changes llves-eveey Wed·
nesday, 10:80 a.m. 107..0 Cornell SE.
!J/24
BLANK PATE BOOK? Meet that Inter•
estlng someone through Arr®gements
Unlimited. 107 Girard SE or call 2Gli·
8379. 9/29
FELLowsHIP ARouNo
cHRisT'
8·12 p.m. every I•'ridny and Saturday
nfght-slmdng and sharing from 9-10
P.M. 107·C Cornell SE. 9/22

JEsus·

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Silver and turquoise ring, on
FriJar Sept. 17. It you think Its yours
can Jill. Ph. 242·3!166. !1/29
DILLJl'OLD STOLEN from Scholes 206
Thursdo.y, SePt. 16. Keep money; pleAse
tC!tutn billfold, contents Important to
me. 0. Dell, 208-2698, 277·fi741. 9/24
FOUND: FRIENDLY 3·4 MONTH OLD
Kl'l'TE~ ncar Biology lluildlng. She b
gray witn1 dark stripes, white boots and
nooe, obviously U!led to gentle care: call
Mark Talley, 277·2034 or 34o·14G7.

3)

SERVICES

·--------------------

TIRED Olt' DOING YOUR OWN IRONING 7 Call 266·16fi4, Re.asonabla rate!.
0/28
TYPING. 'l'cnrt Pnllers, cte. ROe vet typed
• Pllltc, Ph_on 268·4434. 0/23
P.HOTOGRAPUY COURSE. Intensive Jndivfdualited Instruction In f'undanl!!ntlils,
or tailored to your vr~ent level of
achievement, by serious proCessional.
Heavy 'Practice In excellent darkroom.
Lectures, discmslons, arguments, field
trips, crJti<tues. Limited to eight very
serioU!J versons. Very nei\r UNM. Cl'lll
265-2444. 9/24
FINE or,n FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever. 242-7568. 9/22 .
{~)

FORRENT

T\VO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen privelegC!J, Evenmgs
266-0fi!JG. 9/28
FEMAt.E ROOMMATE WAN'l'EP. 2436661 ext. !!31 days. After 5, 268·0028.
9/21
FEMALE WANTED TO SKARE lovely 2bdnn mobile home. Washer, dryer: di!!h·
washer, a1r-cc>nd. $50,00. 344·9495.

5)

I

CAMPUS BRIEF§

FORSALE

FORSALE

SHIRTS I Florala, Solids, stripes, Prints,
Knits. All in your size. Lobo Men's Shop.
2120 Central SE. 248-6954.
67 VW SEDAN-New Engine-Body rough
CHEAP-cllll877·528lll/23
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Mnehines. These ma·
chines have never been used and are
(!(}UiPPed w/zlg-zag, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 eileh, cash or
terms. United Freight Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open !l til 9, tfn
7() KAWASAKI 35o-6,00!l mlles-$600.00.

Cnll 26G·3880 or 877-5281. 9/23
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM·l<'M stereo
recclvera w/8 track player. Also come
complete w/separate dcluiee Garrard
chnngei' & !our speaker system. $109.9o
cash or tenns. United Freight Sales. 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn.

6)

EMPLOYMENT

NEED 10 PEOPLE, part time work. Enrn
7G·ll0 week. Interviews 9 & 11 AM. 1 &
3 PM. Thursday, Sept. 23. Plllcement
Center. 9/22
COLLEGE STUDENT: Prepare now for
the busines!l world. Choose your own
hours. Sell established products to home
nnd industry, Call 266·2200. 9/27
WANTED: Male to work with inner-city
children. Hours 3-li p.m. weekdays. Education recreation mroors preCerred. Call
YMCA 243-6G31 !rom 3-5 p.m. i\nd ask
for Pete. !l/26
A'RE YOU WILLlNG to work hard for
long hours and little pay? Call Ted at
2GG·GGGO, The Free Community Paper
. Tht;_ TI'ibal Messenger. 9/22
PHONE SOLICITORS WANTED-good
pay-long hair OK. Youth Center, 1701
Walter SE. 9/22

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

DUMP NIXON '12. Large colorful decal
$1.00. box 97, College Park, Md. 20740.
!Ji22
GlRLS-LET US BUY YOUR CONTEM·
l'OUARY ~'AlUllON CLOTHES that
just bang in your closet. FUNBRELLA,
1003 San Mateo SE. 266·4920.

Tutor

The UNM tutoring project
needs graduate and urtdergraduate
students to tutor elementary,
junior high school and UNM
students. If you are interested,
call or see Eva Rosenblatt at the
Tutoring Project office, room 251
in the Union, phone number
277·4816. Office hours are 11 :30•
to 2:30. V
L

. oter etter

The Public Relations
Committee has a letter for out ·
of · state students to send to their
county clerk in room 235·A of
th.:; Univu. This letter is for voter
registration.

Grito de Lares
The Latin American Forum
Series, of the Free U will begin its
year of presentations with a
discussion by Puerto Rican
Students concerning the
movement for Independence in
Puerto Rico.
The discussion will be held at 7
p.m. in the classroom of the
Newman Center Sept. 23 and will
be conducted in both English and
Spanish.
Areas covered in the
presentation will be the role of
the woman in the movement for
the Independence of Puerto Rico,
the role of the artist in the
movement, the poetry of the
Grito de Lares and the history of
the movement for independence
in Puerto Rico.

Ghetto Singers
The Ghetto Youth Singers of
Tulsa, Okla., will again be in
Albuquerque for a concert Sept.
23 at 7:30 p.m. in the Union
ballroom. Sponsored by the
Afro-American Studies Center at
UNM, the concert will cost $2 a
person for advance' tickets and
$2.25 at the door. Tickets are
available at the Afro~American
Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas
NE.

College Accepts Student's
Gripes: Charges $1600
ST. PAUL, Minn. (UPl) - The
head of the resident student
council ·at College of St. Thomas
said Tuesday a petition is being
prepared to protest cutting off aid
to a student who complained that
the school was "stagnated" ·and
unable to make decisions.
David Konkol, 21, a senior
from Chicago and former
president of the resident student
council, criticized the college an.d
it cost him $1600 in aid. He dug
in to his savings for graduate
school to pay for his senior year
at St. Thomas.
Criticism
Last spring when . Konkol was
president of the council,
representing about 500 students
living on campus, he asked the
administration for a decision on
liberali:dng policies regarding
liquor and women in dormitories,
No liquor is allowed in dorms and
women are allowed in dormitories
only from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.
When there was no reply by
late June, Konkol wrote to the
college, saying in part, uThe
administration at the college is
stagnated by bureaucratic
pettiness, paternalism and
inefficiency. The affliction
extends from the president's
office to the dormitory janitor."
Action
Konkol said Dean of Students
William B. Malevich wrote back
saying:
"Recently you wrote highly

criticizing the college
administration's inability to make
decisions. You are w;ong. The
administration can make
decisions, As proof of this the
administration has decided to
cancel your financial - aid grant
for the coming year. You are
eligible to return as a student but
you will receive no financial aid
from the college."
The college canceled a $600
National Student Defense Loan, a
$700 grant from the college and a
$300 job in the college library,
Konkol said.
'Contribution'
The college president, Terrence
Murphy, was quoted as saying,
"In our college catalog it states
that financial aid will be given on
the basis of need a~d contribution
to the purpose of the college, lt
was our judgment Konkol did not
qualify on the second part. The~e
is a limit to how much abuse we
have .to take."
Mark Freij, 20, Red Wing,
Minn., now president of the
resident student council, said a
petition is. being prepared to
protest the college's action.
''Apparently at St. Thomas,
speech is free only if you are
wealthy enough to pay for it," he
said.
Civil Liberties
The issue was referred to the
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union
and an MCLU attorney
recommended the organization
take action.
Qvjj:r 30
Different
Sandwiches
Mon-Sat
11 a.m.-a a.m.
Sun
11 a.m.-1 a,m.
1600 Central SE
842·6136

r.rc~m~g=:rr=r1
September 22, 1971
Division of Inter·Amer\can A ff,.i,.o•
Union, room 231·E; 12:15·1:15 p.m:
Drop·in Center; Union, 231·D;
2:30·4:30 p.m.
FUm Makers of UNM: "The
Changing American Dream;" Union
Theater; 6 and 8 p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union, room
250·A-E; 7·10 p.m.
Student Standards Committee;
Union,toom 231·A; 7·8 p.m.
Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club;
Johnson G:vm room 184; 7 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union, room 231·B;
7:30.10 p.m.
Delta Sigma PI; Union, room 230;
7:30·10p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union, room 253:
8·10p.m.
Sandia Grotto< Union, room 231~D;
8·10 p.m •.•
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7:30
-9:35

'Rgbin8tone ...

'His Women ...
The Picture!

Do Your Own Thing
Use Our Facilities
At

Mountain Crafts and
Antique Stoneware
3505 lomas NE

I

CLASSIFIED

ADVER,.fK§XNG

30 USED PORTABI.E TV'S. $:30-$60. 441
Wyoming. NE. 265·5987. 12/20
.
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
IDM SELECTRIC TYPEWRttER with
Maintenance Agreement. $300, Excellent
Condition 265·4205. 9/27
.
l!lll2 FORD FAIRLANE, Good Meehan•
ieal Condition, $12fi. 256·1474. 9/'l.'l
RATES: 7¢ per word1 $1.40 minimum (that1s 20 words)
NEED . BREAD-1971 CB350 Hortda-3
5¢ per word if same ad runs five c>r more consecutive times
~onths old-$700-ell.ilb. 1960 VW Bug
-Super Clean--$325.00 cash. Rick 247$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
9217,
DEADS, BEADS, BEADS I Hundred txf
different kinds and colom or be11ds.
Beads for macrame at The Bead Shaman.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior" to insertion of advertisement
401D San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11·7
dally. 9/27
USED StmDE AND LEATHER JACKCLASSIFICATIONS:
ETS. $2.50 to 15.00 each while they
last. At The Bead Sham~Ln. 40tn San
1. Personals
2. lost & Found
3 Services
4. For Rent
Felipe NW,. O!d Town 11·7 daily. 9/27
1068 MARLEY-DAVIDSON SPRINT SS.
, 5. For Sale
6. Employment
7. Miscellaneous
Rebuilt engine. Just tuned. Excellent
condition. $200, 26G·11GIJ. 9/28
11l71 MONDA 90. Brand new. 350 miles.
INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -~TIMES STARTING--Fulmer helmets. 266-1678. 9/24
BEAUTIFUL PURE-DREDSikMESE
KITTENS $10 each: 266·5062: 243-4826.
9/25
.
DATSUN 2000: One of 500 produced for
Cl118'8 C competition. ~77-5598, 9/26
70 HONDA 'lliOcc, Lug(tage rack, !arin!'r,
I!Ooo mi. 296·7184. 9/25
LEATHER DELLBOTTOMS AND J'ACK·
ENCLOSED$._ _ __
ETS by Levi's, Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
PLAC,ED B Y - - - - - - - - - - - - Centrill SE. 9/30
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & RE·
CORDS. Brothers Music, 1831 Central
NW. 242·3746. 9/l!B
LONG SLEJJ:VF! KNIT SHIRTS in solids
and vatterns. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 _ _ _ _ __.. ____......._ __..._ _ __..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_ _ _ _~-----------...1
Centrill SE. 9/30

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
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